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Integrity and Hard Work

Resilience and Determination

A Fresh Start

“He told me that he’d pay me $350 and I could start tomorrow!” Carol laughs.
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Cleaning her home gave Carol satisfaction and purpose. She began cleaning other tornado-related
· The Kansas State House, Topeka, KS
projects nearby that fall.
· Kauffman Foundation, Kansas City, MO

“Stu Van Gorp of Damage Control Restoration told me that I had a real business and encouraged me,”
remembers Carol.
“I named the company A Clean Slate because I liked the idea of providing a fresh start to other people.
After what I’ve been through, I’m pre-qualified to do this kind of work.”

· Ft. Leavenworth Family Housing, KS
· Argosy Casino Hotel, Riverside, MO
· JE Dunn Headquarters, Kansas City, MO
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